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Notice – the principles
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The principle: Whether clause a condition precedent
depends on:
▪ The form of the clause itself
▪ The relation of the clause to the contract as a whole
▪ General considerations of law

On the clause in dispute, it was not a condition
precedent:
▪ The “cancellation” effected by the first sentence is

not expressed to be conditional upon compliance
with the second sentence. It is automatic on the
happening of events.

▪ If a condition were intended a definite time limit
would be more likely to be set.

▪ Provisions elsewhere in the form suggest that the
second sentence is not intended as a condition
(despite the form lacking consistency in many
respects). Other stricter language did appear
elsewhere.

In case of prohibition of export, 
blockade or hostilities… preventing 
fulfilment, this contract or any 
unfulfilled portion thereof so affected 
shall be cancelled.  In the event of 
shipment proving impossible during 
the contract period by reason of any 
of the causes enumerated herein, 
sellers shall advise buyers without 
delay of the reasons therefor.  If 
required, sellers must produce proof 
to justify their claim for cancellation. 

Bremer v Vanden 
[1978] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 109 at 113, 121, 128

The Bremer clause



Notice – the principles
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▪ Useful for clear statement of purpose of notice provisions:

“Contractual terms requiring a contractor to give prompt notice of delay serve a
valuable purpose; such notice enables matters to be investigated while they are
still current. Furthermore, such notice sometimes gives the employer the
opportunity to withdraw instructions when the financial consequences become
apparent.”

Multiplex v Honeywell 
[2007] EWHC 1028 (TCC)  at [103]



Notice – the principles
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The principle:
▪ If there is genuine ambiguity as to whether or not

notification is a condition precedent, then the
notification should not be construed as such, since
such a provision operates for the benefit of only one
party… and operates to deprive the other party (the
contractor) of rights which he would otherwise
enjoy under the contract.

On the clause in dispute, it was a condition precedent:
▪ The phrase “provided that… giving rise to the delay”

is clear in its meaning.
▪ A notification requirement may operate as a

condition precedent even though it does not
contain an express warning as to the consequence
of non-compliance.

▪ This clause makes clear in ordinary language that
the right to EOT depends on notice

If by reason of any circumstance which 
entitles the Contractor to an extension 
of time for the Completion of the 
Works… then in any such case 
provided the Sub-Contractor shall 
have given within a reasonable period 
written notice to the Contractor of the 
circumstances giving rise to the delay, 
the time for completion hereunder 
shall be extended by such period as
may in all the circumstances be 
justified... 

Steria Ltd v Sigma Wireless Communications Ltd 
[2008] BLR 79 at [89] – [91]

The Steria clause
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The principle:
▪ Ordinary principles of contractual construction apply

to a notice clause.

On the clause in dispute, it was a condition precedent:
▪ The making of a written application was the trigger

and thus an overall precondition to entitlement
▪ Wording such as “provided always” is often the

strongest sign that the parties intend there to be a
condition precedent

▪ The problem with the “condition precedent” wording
was that the following words of the clause made no
sense (because no entitlement arose under clause
4.21.1).

▪ It was construed as superfluous because the earlier
parts of the clause were themselves sufficient to
establish a condition precedent, and the Judge
concluded the parties had intended to refer to clause
4.21 where an entitlement did arise

If the Trade Contractor makes written 
application… then the Construction 
Manager… shall ascertain the amount 
of such loss and/or expense…; 
provided always that: 1. the Trade 
Contractor's application shall be made 
as soon as and in any event not later 
than two months after it has 
become… apparent to him that the 
regular progress of the Works… has 
been or was likely to be affected…, 
and such application shall be
formally made in writing…, and it shall 
be a condition precedent
to the Trade Contractor's entitlement 
under this clause 4.21.1…

WW Gear Construction Ltd v McGee Group Ltd 
[2010] EWHC 1460 (TCC) at [17] – [19]

The WW Gear clause
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The principle:
▪ Conceded by the contractor that notice was a

condition precedent – issue was trigger for notice.
▪ Trigger should construed reasonably broadly, given

its serious effect on what could otherwise be good
claims

On the clause in dispute:
▪ Notice was only required once there actually was

delay (of which the contractor was aware/should
have been aware)

▪ The “event or circumstance” could mean either the
incident causing delay or the delay which results or
will inevitably result from that incident

▪ No particular form was called for so the clause
permitted any claim provided made by notice in
writing and it described the event or circumstance
relied on

If the Contractor considers himself to 
be entitled to any extension of the 
Time for Completion… the Contractor 
shall give notice to the Engineer, 
describing the event or circumstance 
giving rise to the claim.  The notice 
shall be given as soon as practicable, 
and not later than 28 days after the 
Contractor became aware, or should 
have become aware, of the event or 
circumstance.

If the Contractor fails to give notice of 
a claim within such period… the Time 
for Completion shall not be extended, 
the Contractor shall not be entitled to 
additional payment, and the Employer 
shall be discharged from all liability…

Obrascon Huarte Lain SA v AG for Gibraltar 
[2014] EWHC 1028 (TCC), at [312] – [313]

The Obrascon clause (FIDIC)
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The principle:
▪ Emphasises the importance of receipt of notice to

the Employer/Buyer so that aware of claims;
particularly important in shipbuilding contracts due
to termination rights arising as at the Delivery
Date.

On the clause in dispute, it was a condition precedent:
▪ The words used are clear; in particular “any relief

claimed” referred to exemption from liability for
delay as well as an extension to the Delivery Date

▪ However the causes of delay caught by the clause
(which was Art VIII.2 as amended) were those in Art
VIII.1

▪ Cf Adyard at [249] – [251] although Leggatt J (as he
then was) specifically agreed with Hamblen J
observation that “it is inherently unlikely that the
parties would have intended there to be a limbo” at
[55]

Within 7 days from the date of 
commencement of any delay on 
account of which the Builder claims 
that it is entitled under this Contract 
to an extension of time for the 
delivery of the Vessel, the Builder shall 
advise the Buyer by telefax or email 
confirmed in writing, of the date such 
delay commenced, and the reasons 
therefor….

In the event that the Builder shall not 
comply with the notices required to 
be sent under this clause, they shall 
not be entitled to any relief claimed.

The Golden Exquisite 
[2014] EWHC 4040 (TCC) at [65] – [70]

The Golden Exquisite clause 
(SAJ*)

* Amended
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20.1(a) and (b): Applies to claims for
payment by either party and to claims for
EOT by Contractor: Clause 20.2 applies.

20.2: The claiming Party shall give a
Notice to the Engineer, describing the
event or circumstance giving rise to the
[claim] as soon as practicable, and in any
event no later than 28 days after the
claiming party became aware, or should
have become aware, of the event or
circumstance…
If the claiming Party fails to give a Notice
of Claim within this period of 28 days, the
claiming Party shall not be entitled to
any additional payment, the Contract
Price shall not reduced [if Employer
claiming], the Time for Completion or
the DNP shall not be extended [as
applicable], and the other Party shall be
discharged from any liability in
connection with the event or
circumstance giving rise to the Claim.

FIDIC (2017) LOGIC

14.3(a) If the Contractor considers that an
occurrence has taken place for which it is
entitled to receive a Variation, the
Contractor… shall request without delay in
writing that the Company issue a
Variation….

14.3(b) If the Contractor fails to submit
requests for Variations… when it considers
or should reasonably have considered that
an occurrence has taken place and/or fails
to provide supporting estimates in
accordance with Clause 14.4, the Contractor
shall, at sole discretion of the Company,
forfeit any right to receive such Variations
and any rights concerning adjustment to
the Contract Price and/or Schedule of Key
Dates.

15.3 (force majeure): The party that is or
may be delayed… shall notify the other
party without delay giving the full
particulars thereof…

VIII.2 Within 10 days
after the date of
occurrence of any case of
delay, on account of
which the Builder claims
that it is entitled under
this Contract to
postponement of the
Delivery Date, the Builder
shall notify the Buyer in
writing… of the date such
cause of delay occurred.
Likewise, within 10 days
after the date of ending
of such cause of delay,
the Builder shall notify
the Buyer of the period,
by which the Delivery
Date is postponed by
reason of such cause of
delay, with all reasonable
dispatch after it has been
determined.

SAJ
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Discretion clauses
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▪ The forfeiture provisions were subject to the
“important qualification” that the rights shall be forfeit
“at the sole discretion of Bluewater”

▪ This brought into play the general law applying to
contractual provisions allowing for one party to be
given a discretion as set out in Socimer International
Bank v Standard Bank London (No.2) [2008] 1 Lloyd’s
Rep 558, CA at [66].

▪ Bluewater’s exercise of the discretion is limited as a
matter of necessary implication, by the “need for the
absence of arbitrariness, capriciousness, perversity
and irrationality.”

▪ Notice provisions are necessary so that Bluewater as
the decision maker has information in a timely manner
so that it can properly assess those adjustments… the
absence of information given at a particular time may
have no effect on those adjustments. If so it would be
an abuse for Bluewater to reject the Variation.

Bluewater Energy Services v Mercon Steel
[2014] EWHC 2132 (TCC) at [990] - [1012]

14.3(a) If the Contractor considers 
that an occurrence has taken place for 
which it is entitled to receive a 
Variation, the Contractor shall request 
without delay in writing that 
Bluewater issue a Variation.

14.3(b):  If the Contractor fails to 
submit requests for Variations in 
accordance with Clause 14.3(a)… 
and/or fails to provide supporting 
estimates in accordance with Clause 
14.1, the Contractor shall, at the sole 
discretion of Bluewater, forfeit any 
right to receive such Variations and 
any rights concerning adjustment to 
the Contract Price and/or Schedule of 
Key Dates. 

The Bluewater clause (LOGIC*)

* Amended
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Historical general principles regarding exclusion clauses
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▪ General rules of contractual interpretation apply as a starting point

▪ “The traditional rule is that exemption clauses must be expressed clearly and
without ambiguity or they risk being ineffective” (Chitty, 33rd Edition, 15-008).

▪ The wording of the clause must be clear and unequivocal; clauses will be
construed narrowly and against the proferens

▪ The clause must clearly state what losses are intended to be excluded and
what contingency is anticipated

▪ If you want to exclude damages for negligence the clause should say so in
terms (Canada Steamship); general principle that “one starts with the
presumption that neither party intends to abandon any remedies for its
breach…” (Gilbert Ash)

▪ No ambiguity or inconsistency with other contractual clauses



Rival interpretations of “consequential” loss
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Consequential loss = indirect loss Consequential loss ≠ indirect loss

▪ Croudace v Cawoods [1978] 1 Lloyd’s 
Rep. 55

▪ British Sugar Plc v NEI Power 
Projects (1998) 87 BLR 42, CA

▪ Deepak Fertilisers and 
Petrochemicals Corp v ICI Chemicals 
& Polymers [1999] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 387, 
CA

▪ Multiple other cases.  Comment in 
Lewison on Interpretation of 
Contracts: “It may be taken to be 
settled that at least at the level of 
the Court of Appeal similar clauses 
will be construed in similar 
fashion…”

▪ The editor of McGregor on Damages 
has, in successive editions, protested 
against this this “forced and 
unrealistic meaning”

▪ In Australia, the courts have come 
to the opposite view, stating that the 
English authorities are “flawed”

▪ In Caledonia North Sea Ltd v British 
Telecommunications Plc, a House of 
Lords decision in [2002] 1 Lloyd’s 
Rep. 553, Lord Hoffmann reserved 
the question whether this 
construction was correct



Transocean in the Court of Appeal [2016] EWCA Civ 372:  
Moore-Bick LJ
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“… the clause is to be seen as an integral 
part of a broader scheme for allocating 
losses between the parties. It is not, 
therefore, a simple exclusion clause of a 
kind which at one time the courts were 
willing to construe restrictively in order to 
avoid commercial oppression. 

In any event, since the decision in Photo 
Production v Securicor the courts have 
recognised that artificial approaches to 
the construction of commercial contracts 
are to be avoided in favour of giving the 
words used by the parties their natural 
meaning…” 

“The expression “consequential loss” has 
caused a certain amount of difficulty for 
English lawyers, mainly as a result
of attempts to define its meaning in the 
interests of commercial certainty… 

It is questionable whether
some of those cases would be decided in 
the same way today, when courts are more 
willing to recognise that words take their 
meaning from their particular context and 
that the same word or phrase may mean 
different things in different documents. 
The existence of that line of authority may 
account for the unusual terms of clause 
20(i), but those cases do not fall for 
discussion in this case, which turns on the 
meaning to be given to clause 20(ii)…”

Construing exclusion clauses Meaning of consequential loss



Transocean in the Court of Appeal [2016] EWCA Civ 372:  
Moore-Bick LJ
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“In my view the judge was wrong to 
invoke the contra proferentem principle 
in this case. It is an approach to 
construction to which resort may 
properly be had when the language 
chosen by the parties is one-sided and 
genuinely ambiguous... 

Unfortunately, it seems now to be used 
by some as synonymous with the 
principle in Gilbert-Ash , although the 
two are in fact quite distinct…  It has no 
part to play… when the meaning of the 
words is clear, … nor does it have a role 
to play in relation to a clause which 
favours both parties equally, especially 
where they are of equal bargaining 
power…”

“… [the principle] should be seen as one of 
last resort…

… where the language of an exclusion clause 
leaves room for doubt as to its meaning, the 
principle applied in these cases may provide 
a valuable tool for ascertaining its correct 
meaning and in some cases it may lead to the 
conclusion that a restricted meaning must be 
given to the clause... But it does not in my 
view provide sufficient justification for 
overriding the parties' intention where that 
has been clearly expressed. The principle of 
freedom of contract, which is still 
fundamental to our commercial law, requires 
the court to respect and give effect to the 
parties' agreement.

Contra preferentum Suisse Atlantique point



The rise and rise of the “natural meaning” approach
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In multiple commercial cases the words of the contract given maximum emphasis, 
and the effect of “rules of construction” minimised

Impact Funding v 
AIG [2016] UKSC 
57

Taberna Europe v 
Selskavet [2016] EWCA 

Civ 1262

Star Polaris v HHIC-PHIL Inc 
[2016] EWHC 2941 (Comm)

Persimmon Homes 
v Ove Arup [2017] 

EWCA Civ 373
Classic Maritime Inc v 
Limbungan Makmur 
[2019] EWCA Civ 1102
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2 Entertain Video Ltd v 
Sony DADC Europe Ltd 
[2020] EWHC 972 (TCC)



Contra preferentum
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Impact Funding Taberna Persimmon

Lord Hodge for majority:

“… in a case of real doubt, 
the policy ought to be 
construed most strongly 
against the insurers; they 
frame the policy and 
insert the exceptions. 

But this principle ought 
only to be applied for the 
purpose of removing a 
doubt, not for the 
purpose of creating a 
doubt, or magnifying an 
ambiguity, when the 
circumstances of the case 
raise no real difficulty…”

Moore-Bick LJ:

“In the past… the contra 
proferentem rule [was] a useful 
means of controlling 
unreasonable exclusion clauses. 
The modern view, however, is 
to recognise that commercial 
parties (which these were) are 
entitled to make their own 
bargains and that the task of 
the court is to interpret fairly 
the words they have used.

… may still be useful to resolve 
cases of genuine ambiguity, but 
ought not to be taken as the 
starting point.”

Jackson LJ:

“The contra proferentem 
rule requires any 
ambiguity in an 
exemption clause to be 
resolved against the party 
who put the clause 
forward and relies upon 
it. 

In relation to commercial 
contracts, negotiated 
between parties of equal 
bargaining power, that 
rule now has a very 
limited role…”



Meaning of consequential loss
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Star Polaris

The Clause:

4. Extent of BUILDER’s Liability
(a) After delivery of the VESSEL the responsibility of 
the BUILDER in respect of or in connection with the 
VESSEL or this CONTRACT shall be limited to the 
extent expressly provided in the Paragraph 4 of 
this Article. Except as expressly provided in this 
Paragraph, in no circumstances and on no ground 
whatsoever shall the BUILDER have any 
responsibility or liability whatsoever or howsoever 
arising in respect of or in connection with the 
VESSEL or this CONTRACT after the delivery of the 
VESSEL. 

Further, but without in any way limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, the BUILDER shall have 
no liability or responsibility whatsoever or 
howsoever arising for or in connection with any 
consequential or special losses, damages or 
expenses unless otherwise stated herein.

Sir Jeremy Cooke:
▪ Common ground that contra preferentum

rule only applied where there was 
ambiguity and that in contracts between 
commercial parties the words must be 
given ordinary and natural meaning

▪ Detailed analysis undertaken of the 
scheme of the contract and the meaning 
of the individual words in the clause

▪ Long line of authorities on consequential 
loss acknowledged

▪ Conclusion :  Important contractual 
context was that clause formed part of a 
complete code:  the Builder was only 
liable under para. 4 for specific identified 
defects, so “consequential loss” in that 
context meant financial losses 
consequent on those defects



Meaning of consequential loss
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2 Entertain Video v Sony

The Clause (logistics contract):

Neither party shall be liable under this 
Agreement in connection with the supply of 
or failure to supply the Logistics Services for 
any indirect or consequential loss or damage 
including (to the extent only that such are 
indirect or consequential loss or damage 
only) but not limited to loss of profits, loss of 
sales, loss of revenue, damage to reputation, 
loss or waste of management or staff time or 
interruption of business.

Mrs Justice O’Farrell:

▪ Normal contractual principles applied in 
construing the clause – natural and 
ordinary meaning

▪ Clause itself “unhappily drafted” & 
helpful review of the authorities at [225] 
to [232]

▪ “… any general understanding of the 
meaning of ‘indirect or consequential 
loss’ must not override the true 
construction of that clause when read in 
context against the other provisions of 
the [contract] and the factual matrix” at 
[238] 

▪ On the facts/contract in the case, 
“consequential loss” had its usual 
meaning
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1. How Australia’s Covid19 Response has 

impacted construction projects in Australia 

compared to the rest of the world;



2. The emergence of the Build to Rent 

sector in Australia and comparison with 

global trends;



3. An overview of the booming Australian 

Space Industry and Manufacturing Sector –

Launch of the Australian Space Agency in 

South Australia 



Headquarters
76 Light Square, Adelaide

South Australia



Australia’s Covid19 Response



The Main Areas that the Space Industry Impacts on 

our Everyday Lives

• Mining and Energy Resources

• Defence Security and Military

• Agriculture and Meteorology

• Banking and Insurance

• Telecommunications and Connectivity

• Health and Life Sciences



The Main Areas that the Space Industry Impacts on our 

Everyday Lives

• Transportation, Logistics and Smart 

Cities



Australian Space Agency –

Lot 14

• At the announcement in Adelaide, Australia's Prime Minister 

Scott Morrison said that South Australia was an ideal home 

for the new Australian Space Agency and was already a key 

hub for the space and technology industry

• The Australian Space Agency will be based at a site called 

Lot 14 which is the former Royal Adelaide Hospital site which 

is being transformed into an innovation precinct

• https://vimeo.com/347654523

https://vimeo.com/347654523


Lot 14 site



Strategic Space Pillars
Open doors

• Leverage international bilateral and multilateral partnerships that, where consistent with our national 

interests, open the door for Australian innovators and grow a connected, respected, and globally 

competitive space industry in Australia.

Increase capability

• From our areas of strength and addressing our challenges, transform and grow an Australian space 

sector that lifts the broader economy, and leaps into areas of future competitive advantage.

Regulation, risk, and culture

• Promote a space sector culture that is globally respected, ensures national safety and security under an 

appropriate regulatory framework, and meets international obligations and norms.

Build future workforce

• Partner in a vision to build an Australian space sector that inspires industry, researchers, government 

and the Australian community to grow the next generation of the space workforce.
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The material for this webinar has been prepared solely for the benefit of

delegates. It is designed only to be an integral part of the presentation and

does not stand on its own. It must not be used for giving advice in any shape

or form, and it is not a substitute for legal advice.

The author does not accept responsibility for loss howsoever occasioned to

any person or persons acting or refraining from action as a result of this

material.


